LevMix Portable Mixing Unit
COLLOMATIC
FLOORING TECHNOLOGY

Work faster with the world’s
most agile portable mixer
LevMix is designed to save you time and
money from start-to-finish, so you can
conquer more jobs in less time
Smoother materials. Seamless applications
· Levelling compounds ·

· Floating screed ·

· Levelling fillers ·

· Epoxy coating ·
· Decorative smoothing compounds ·

· Fibre-reinforced fillers ·

LevMix - Your very own profit center:
Big jobs. Small crew.
›

LevMix can be easily handled by a single person.
It revolutionizes your pour workflow.

More profit. Less labor.
›

Turbo charge mixing time - save up to 66%.
Mix faster with an exclusive turbo mixing tool with a twin blade paddle.

›

Smoother materials with a lump-free guarantee.
No lumps. No residue. You’ll get smooth surface materials and premium flow.

›

Say goodbye to hauling buckets.
No backbreaking buckets. No hunching over. With swiveling casters and an
ergonomic swing arm, you’ll save your back.

›

Move swiftly in confined spaces.
With three bags of capacity packed into one compact frame, it’s the ideal
size to keep you mobile and agile for small or large spaces.

›

Clean easily with a dust-free worksite.
Simply connect to a vacuum to keep dust-out - and work in clean air.

›

Cost saving mixing bucket.
Long-lasting, easy to clean, minimal wear and low replacement costs.

NO!

Convincing results in no time

· Mix quickly ·

· Move swiftly ·

· Pour perfectly ·

· Clean easily ·

A beast of a paddle
EXCLUSIVE to Collomix
No lumps. No residue. Get smooth materials faster with a
paddle that ensures top processing quality. It mixes from
top to bottom for remarkable consistency

No material residues on
the bottom - the scraper
on the paddle ensures this

LevMix - The perfect pour is portable:
Dust-Free
A dust-port easily connects to
a vacuum for a virtually dustfree operation and a cleaner
workplace
Powerful drive
2.1 hp drive for safe and
continuous operation
Safety switch
Safely switch LevMix on and off,
with an undervoltage trigger for
added protection
Safety
The operators’ hands are away
from dangerous areas, with a
partially covered bucket and the
working end of the paddle near
the bottom of the bucket.
Swing arm
Guide the machine quickly and
easily for a controlled pour. A
well-balanced design eliminates
tip over concerns.
Foot pedal
Safely unlock the mixing bucket
with ease.
Mobility
With four casters, it’s easy to
maneuver in confined spaces.

Plus: LevMix Special Fine particle sieve
To hold back even the finest particles,
the sieve increases purity for highly
sensitive, visible surfaces.

HEXAFIX quick coupling
Holds the paddle for tool-free
installation and easy removal
Pouring spout
The spout keeps poured materials away from the casters for a
smoother operation.
19 gallon mixing bucket
With 15 gallons of usable volume,
it’s suitable for 3 to 4 bags of mix.
It’s sturdy, with a smooth thickwalled bucket and pouring spout.
It’s easy to clean and remove from
the machine.

Strong design
It’s reliable, even under heavy
weight loads. Its compact to
navigate confined spaces.

EXCLUSIVE VLX turbo mixing tool
Unmatched performance. Get smooth
materials faster with a double-action
paddle, that mixes top-down as well as
side-to-side. That ensures top processing
quality. Materials are free of lumps with
premium flow.

› LevMix - The perfect pour is profitable!
 The best workflow for high output . More
efficient in less time.
 Skyrocket your ROI with the industry’s
best cost/benefit ratio.
 Ergonomically designed to save your back
and protect your health.
 Better material quality ensures faster
processing

What professionals say about LevMix:

Rick A. Mandrik, Flooring contractor

Material

LevMix Technical Data

Floor levelling compounds, flowing
Smoothing compounds
Self-levelling fillers
Floating screed
Fibre-reinforced levelling compounds
Decorative object levelling fillers
Pandomo
Epoxy coatings - flowing
Flowing grouts
Sealants and coats
Bonding agents and waterproof fillers

Mixing quantity:
Bucket capacity:
Mixing tool output:
No load speed:
Speed under load:
Weight (empty):
Dimensions:

15 gal.
19 gal.
2.1 hp / 110 v
660 rpm
410 rpm
112.5 lbs
20.5” x 27.2” x 46.9”

Article No. LevMix:
Article No. VLX mixing tool:
Article No. Mixing bucket 19 gal.:
Article No. Pouring Spout

LevMix65
VLX160HF
17T
71061

40+ years of mixing expertise #1 mixing brand in Germany

mixing matters.
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Even large floor areas (i.e. food stores, production
plants) can be easily managed with several units,
perhaps on an overnight job.

"My people love it because it’s easier to handle
than any other solution we’ve tried. I love it because we’re much faster and we can do 35 % more
jobs than before. We work with up to 3 LevMix
machines on one site, depending on the job. That
way even when working in angled and remote
locations, 1,000 square feet can easily be done with
in an hour. The LevMix can even handle large-scale
industrial jobs and over-night projects."

